MEERdrive®
The revolutionary drive technology for wire rod blocks

MEERdrive® is a revolutionary drive concept for modern wire rod production. It offers a wide range of outstanding economical
and operational advantages and reduces the required roll inventory to a minimum.

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
MEERdrive® uses individual drives with small low voltage motors for each stand.
This guarantees
 highest mill flexibility.
 closer rolling tolerances.
 better metallurgical properties.
 reduced operational costs.
 reduced energy consumption and better CO2 footprint.

INDIVIDUAL DRIVE TECHNOLOGY
Outstanding economical and operational advantages
Highest efficiency and maximum flexibility within the pro
duction process – these are the key factors for success in
the wire rod market. Conventional wire rod blocks set up limi
tations. Those blocks are only able to roll with fixed reduction
ratios which require fix roll ring diameters within the indivi
dual blocks. Complex gear box configurations are necessary
which are subject to wear and maintenance. Furthermore,
conventional installations require huge motors with capacities
up to 7,000 kW based on medium voltage supply.
With MEERdrive®, SMS Meer has introduced a drive concept
that overcomes the limitations of conventional solutions. The
clue: the concept is based on individual drives for each stand
position.

ADVANTAGES OF MEERdrive®
A comparison of a conventional solution with MEERdrive®
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SOLUTION
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MECHANICAL FACTS
 Heavy distribution gear

 No distribution gear

 Longitudinal drive shafts

 Individual short drive shafts

 Many bearings and

 Fewer bearings and

MINIMISING MAINTENANCE
The huge medium voltage motor of the wire rod block is
replaced by multiple small low voltage motors. This also
has advantages for spare part reasons since no similar huge
motor with long delivery time is required as spare. Further
more, the individual drive concept replaces a huge amount
of mechanical gear equipment which is subject to wear and
maintenance. Thus wear of the equipment is reduced signifi
cantly in comparison to any conventional solution.

couplings
 Bevel gears
 Large motor with up to
7,000 kW
 Medium voltage supply

couplings
 Only spur gears
 Small individual motors
with 290 – 1,450 kW
 Low voltage supply

 Fixed roll pass design

 Total flexibility in roll

MEERdrive® works without the heavy distribution gear box.
In addition, the two very long longitudinal drive shafts and
the numerous bearings and couplings for connecting the
individual block cassettes are omitted. Bevel gears are
replaced by spur gears. As a result, wear and maintenance
of the block is minimised.

 Fixed reduction ratios of

 Infinite reduction ratios

OPERATIONAL FACTS

pass strategy
stands within the block
 Narrow limits for roll

adjustments to compen
sate wear/varying speed

due to electrical shaft
 Less maintenance
 Free adjustment range

REDUCED ROLL INVENTORY
AND SIMPLIFIED LOGISTICS

ROLL RING CHANGE PROCEDURE

In a conventional wire rod block the reductions are fixed
and thus the roll ring diameters too (roll ring family). If a
roll ring is worn, either a second, or even a third identical
roll ring diameter is required for replacement or the whole
roll ring family has to be changed which adds a substantial
amount of inventory. This is not the case with MEERdrive®.
As every roll ring pair is driven by an individual motor,
they can be exchanged independently. Variable roll ring
diameters can be used on individual block positions.
The required speed can be adjusted easily. As a result,
the stock of rolls can be reduced drastically by up to 60%.

CONVENTIONAL

MEERdrive®

Roll family concept
Total roll inventory approx.
800 – 1000 ring pairs

Roll pair concept
Total roll inventory
approx. 300 ring pairs
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SAVING RESOURCES
A comparison of energy loss on different blocks
CONVENTIONAL
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REDUCING COSTS AND
ENERGY CONSUMPTION
With MEERdrive®, wire rod producers benefit from highest
mill flexibility. They can control speed and tensile forces in
dividually and achieve closer rolling tolerances as well as
improved metallurgical properties. The individual drive con
cept results in lower energy consumption and reduced CO2
emissions. Furthermore, it significantly cuts costs. Operat
ing costs are decreased by approximately 30% energy
saving. MEERdrive® – a concept that pays off.

Electrical
Losses
120 m/s WITH MEERdrive® PLUS
INCREASING FLEXIBILITY
Another advantage of the individual MEERdrive® concept is
that it allows total flexibility in the roll pass design: customers
can individually select reductions that fit their needs. Roll pass
designs can be optimised and tailor-made with regard to the
finished size and steel grade considering its varying spreading
behaviour even after years of successful operation. Consequent
ly, there is no need for standard sizes anymore. Individual
cross-sectional reductions allow rolling intermediate sizes
that exactly meet the customer’s requirements.

SAVING OPERATING COSTS
A comparison of operating costs on different blocks
CONVENTIONAL
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The MEERdrive® technology can also be used on
modern 4-stand blocks (MEERdrive® PLUS) for final
rolling. MEERdrive® PLUS blocks roll typical diameter
ranges from ø 5.5 mm up to ø 25 mm with excellent
tolerances on speeds up to 120 m/s. Because of the
great speed range in this block, SMS Meer combines
compact individual switch gears with individual motors.

ADVANCED E & A CONCEPT
Reliable and stable synchronisation
The MEERdrive® technology is designed for highest perfor
mance and maximum flexibility. The advanced electric and
automation concept ensures a reliable and stable synchro
nisation of the single drives and motors for speeds higher
than 120 m/s.
The heart of the unique system is the control logic which
is incorporated in a standard high dynamic performing
modular processing unit. The MEERdrive® synchroniser is
utilised already in various other industrial fields and is the
logical control interface between the motor and frequency
converter. Set points or other important parameters of the

MEERdrive® synchroniser can be adjusted and monitored
via any common standard visualisation system.
The highly flexible MEERdrive® electric and automation
concept is suitable for AC and DC applications and can be
combined with any common state of the art mill automa
tion system. The MEERdrive® system is modular and can
be applied to any block or combination of blocks independent
from the number of stands. Thus, most modern MEERdrive®
blocks are perfect to be integrated into existing rolling mills
to upgrade them into high performance mills with maximum
flexibility.
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Since the product roll-out, MEERdrive® has quickly become a well-established solution in the wire rod market.
References include Siderurgica Norte Brasil (Brasil 2009), ArcelorMittal (Germany, 2010), SDCO (USA, 2011),
Fujian Wuhang (China, 2011), South Steel (KSA, 2012), Kardemir (Turkey, 2013), Tulachermet (Russia, 2014),
Saarstahl (Germany, 2015).

